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Introduction
•

Brief of Kaohsiung and its problems
Since 1990s, the Open Reform
policy in China triggered a new
international division of labor in
Asia. Many labor-intensive plants
in Taiwan moved to China. The
decrease in freight and a large
obsolete waterfront stimulated
Kaohsiung to rethink how to
improve
Port
and this
plainsituation.

Taiwan
Kaohsiung

•

Two main problems:

Two main spatial problems:

1.
2.

1.
2.

Shrinking economy
Climate change

Vast obsolete waterfront
Water issues in the highly dens port city

Context of this presentation

Effected area of sea level rise
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Introduction
•
•

Brief of Kaohsiung and its problems
Context of this presentation
The main question of my research: What roles can waterfront renovation adapt a dens port city to
climate change, both disturbing trend and disturbing event?

10 cm
100 cm
300 cm
Disturbing trend:
sea level rising

An integrate plan for waterfront
renovation and waterway system

Potential areas of
waterfront renovation

Disturbing event:
extreme rainfall

First of all, the relationship between Kaohsiung port and Kao-Ping Delta need to be further
clarified, on which this presentation will mainly focus.

The Analysis Framework of Mapping Layer
1st: Natural Landscape

1.1 Topography

1.2 Soil structure

1.3 Water system

This layer try to illustrate
how does the water
system flow in Kao-Ping
plain

2nd: Infrastructure

2.1 Irrigation

2.2 Port

2.3 Transportation

3.1 Division of delta

3.2 Port and waterfront

3.3 Urban pattern

This layer try to clarify
how does infrastructure
drive the development of
this region

3rd: Spatial Pattern

This layer try to analyze
the spatial transformation
of Kao-Ping plain
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1.1 topography
•

Huge discharge of river in summer with
huge sedimentary sand formed KaoPing plain.
Because the flow speed of river quickly
slowed down, the sediment was
arranged in order from gravel, sand to
clay.

•

The tide from south to
north bringing the
sediment at mouth of
Kao-Ping River formed
Kao-Ping Plain as a
tide-dominated delta.

Ho-Zing River

Kao-Ping River

Love River

Chain-Zhen River

Kaohsiung Port

Source:

高雄景觀綱要計畫

1.2 Sediment procedure and
soil structure
By means of further mapping of GIS, the
trace of sediment procedure is
illustrated. Gravel deposited first just
around interface between mountain and
plain because the flow rate of river
quickly slowed down.
Because of the special sediment way,
Water can permeate into ground very
quickly in the top area of plain and gush
from sub-ground in bottom area of plain,
which forms a huge underground
reservoir beneath the plain.
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1.3 Two systems of water flowing: Surface and Sub-ground
Fong-Shan hill separates the surface water system of Kao-Ping plain into two parts, Kaohsiung
and Ping-Dong. These two parts didn’t connect until 1839 when Tsoa-Kon-Zwin irrigation
system was built. Beneath the surface water system, sub-ground water system flow whole KaoPing plain.

permeating area
gushing area

Sub-ground water system
•

Rock blocks water flow, which
will increase water-pressure in
the places near mountains or
hills. It resulted in many
springs.

•

Water resource gushing from
sub-ground dominated the
position of town before the
using of irrigation system.

•

Japanese once considered two
sits of springs in the north of
port as main water source for
Kaohsiung Port. They finally
gave up this idea because the
water was too hard to use in
industry.

permeating area
gushing area
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Three main types of settlements before
construction of port
Wall cities: were built beside
hills and water resources

Villages beside springs

Villages on transportation
points

2.1 Irrigation system
Tsoa-Kon-Zwin irrigation system: It’s
the most important infrastructure
before the construction of Kaohsiung
port, which channeled Kao-Ping River
to Kaohsiung city to resolve the
shortage of water in agriculture. Part
of this system still work in present,
which provide some clues to confront
climate change.

Old waterway in 1839
New waterway in 1844
Da-liao waterway in1933
Lin- wein waterway in1949
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2.2 Port

The locations of industrial parks and port in 1955 and 1990
Source from: 《高雄市港埠發展史》

Kaohsiung was built as an industrial port to export farm products to battle field of South
Asia by Japanese. The original plan consisted of three main phases in 1908, 1912, and
1937 to construct Daku Harbor. Although the third plan was halted because of the war
with China and the war in the Pacific, the first two had made a significant development
of Kaohsiung port. The role of being an industrial port was proceeded after WarII.
Infrastructure was constructed with the development of industrial park, including port.
The main exported products were shifted from farm products to industrial processed
products. Because the policy of processed industry successfully connected international
labor division, the economy fast grew in Taiwan. Kaohsiung became world’s thirdlargest container port in 1998.

2.3 Transportation
There were three more important
construction of transportation in Taiwan,
which were also the landmark in the
development of Kaohsiung port.
The railroad was finished in 1908, which
organized the cities in Kao-Ping Delta as a
huge export machine.
The first highway was constructed in 1978,
which connected whole processed-industry
parks and formed Kaohsiung as a non-stop
factory.
The high speed rail was built in 2007,
which connected Taipei Capital and also
stimulated the idea of twin-capital in
Taiwan.
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3.1 Functional division of Delta
Cities around Kaohsiung port
transformed into collecting centers of
farm produce. Kaohsiung Port was the
final stop to export these products to
Japan or battle field in South Asia.

3.2 port and waterfront
The historical transformation between port and city

1908

1945

1990

Basically, the urban landscape of Kaohsiung
was mainly shaped by industrial policy of
central government. The large-size factories
acceding from Japan still worked after War II.
The idea of viewing waterfront as good site for
industry didn’t change until 1990 when the
open reform policy of China mainland
stimulated a lots of plants shifted from Taiwan
to China. Lots of waterfront became available.
Future plan

Potential areas of
waterfront renovation
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3.3 Urban pattern

1971
1936
River

1908
Port

4 km

Railroad

1921 City hall 1945

Japanese amended “The Greater Daku City Plan” in
1908, and extended the plan three times in 1912,
1921, and 1936 in order to adjust the urban function to
port. Grid street was major concept in those plans.
City Hall was the center of urban development. The
grid system developed in three main developing
phases with three different rotations which was mainly
dominated by infrastructure.

1 km

Urban plan after WarII

City hall
1 km
2 km

1908

City hall
1 km
2 km
3 km
4 km

1936

Challenge 1: vast obsolete waterfront
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Challenge 2.1: Climate Change
disturbing trend
Effected area of sea level rise

10 cm
100 cm
300 cm

Challenge 2.2: Climate Change:
disturbing event
The discharge of Kao-ping river
in the Mocala-storm

Extreme rainfall
Summer is the main season of rainfall mainly coming
with storm in Taiwan. There is a apparent rise of extreme
rainfall in last decade. There were four times of huge
rainfall, over record of 100-year, occurring in past ten
years.
Rainfall: mm

6400 cms
23100 cms
29100 cms
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Problem 1: shortage of water
•
•
•

Rainfall mainly concentrates in summer. 85% of river water was discharged into
sea.
80% water of Kaohsiung city is provided by Kao- Ping Weir.
Huge amount of sediment after heavy rainfall usually caused the damage of clean
water system

After storm

The problem resulting from storm on surface-water-system
Huge amount of sand

Huge amount of wood

Source:

謝武雄,

http://travel.libertytimes.com.tw/news/23551

The desestras last year
The Mokela Storm
caused huge amount of
sand and wood
sediment on the KaoPing riverbed around
sand of 300,000,000
meter-square and wood
of 1,200 tons. It needs
almost 60 years to
move the sand out in
general pace in Taiwan.
It means that water
resource from surface
water system of KaoPing river is very
unstable. Can subground water system be
a better alternative way?

Source: Jetter,
http://www.flickr.com/people/jetter_tw/
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Problem 2: huge rainstorm

How does grid street
system disturb the flow
of surface water? Can it
be given the function of
storage or drain heavy
rainfall?

Areas of apt flooding

Is it possible to recover
the previous irrigation
system as a new
function to prevent flood?
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